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Dear Graduate Student,

As you move forward with your work in the social sciences, you
have a growing need to stay abreast of new developments in
sociological research. To help you with this essential task, I urge
you to consider a subscription to the American Journal of
Sociology.

In the transition from student to professional, A,IS can play a
role of ever-increasing importance. As your own research
deepens your involvemenl in your area of special expertise, A,IS
helps you maintain your connection to the broader, dynamic, and
diverse sociological community by alening you to the most
significant developments across a wide variety of subfields.
In the area of book reviews, A,IS sifis carefully among lhe
overwhelming number of annual social science titles, giving you
a sense of our cornmunily's most salient contributions.

And. in nrana_eing your own resources for publishing and
disserrinating your research. A./S provides a rnodel of the best in
sociological discourse.

I encourage you to be_sin your relationship with the joumal
now, while you are developing your scientific and professional
stendards in graduate school. New st*dceA*bseribers ea*
use the enclosed order form to order a $26 subscription, a
savings of more than 40Vo off the regular price. Because we
understand the limited resources available to students. we offer
a special rate of S3 I for renewing students.

A brochure is enclosed here that contains more information
about the American Journal of Sociology, as well as the order
form that you may use to obtain this special rate. I urge you to
consider how helpful an entire year of path-breaking research,
provocative theory. and enli_ehtening book reviews could be to
your grasp of the field.

Sincerely,

Andrew Abbott


